
MERCURY 900 (portable version) and ARIES 1000 (fixed version) are the 
solution for the COV emission monitoring, in term of accuracy, simplicity and 
analytical stability.
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We made a gas chromatographic solution with:

fault is detected and stored.

We use sampling valve with no mechanical moving parts, able to guarantee two exclusives advantages despite 
classical continue sample flows analytics through calibrated capillaries.

-
ve accessory. The converter is automatically excluded in the event of an exceeding organic concentration that 
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SAMPLE SUCTION SYSTEMS AND VACUUM SENSORS
Mercury (portable system) use a head heated suction pump to prevent any kind of 
condensation in the sample.
Aries (Stationary system) use an ejector system (no maintenance required).

Both analyzers are equipped with a vacuum sensor which generate an alarm if any leakage or filter clogging 
occur during the analysis.

ACCESSORIES FOR ARIES (STATIONARY VERSION) ACCESSORIES FOR MERCURY (PORTABLE VERSION)
Rack assembly, IP55 protection grade, equipped 

with air conditioning or heating system and an hydro-
gen leakage sensor interlocked with a safety valve.

Customizable data logger, complete with software 
able to collect and elaborate data from different kind 
of monitors and plants.

-
nal PTFE pipes (one removable), power 90W/meter, 
powered and thermo-regulated from the rack.

 to monitor the plant inlet 
COVs and calculate mass balances.

 to use a company compressed air 
from network instead of pure air gas cylinders.

internal PTFE pipes (one removable), power 
70W/meter, auto regulated.

(14,8 x 10,3 x 
2,5) cm, mounted on the back of the instrument and 
able to feed it up to 24 continuous working hours.

 steel made wheels with a 
maximum load of 20Kg each and black PVC coating. 
Housing for n°3 1L cylinder (Ø110mm max.) and n°1 
5L (Ø150mm max.)


